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Another factor for tangos post-1970s reputation was the ascendancy of disco and electronic dance music, which helped to popularize the Latin genres progressive rhythms, electric guitar, and synthesized beats. The heavy 1980s decade brought more of the same as electronic dance music swept tangos popularity.
While electronic dance music has reached dizzying heights in the early 21st century, many dance clubs haven�t fully recovered from the 1980s. The mainstreaming of tango music was also aided by the 1980s emergence of the tango revival movement. In this movement, a younger generation of tango musicians
brought the genre�s values and themes closer to their youths sensibility. At the same time, musicians in other genres were mining tango for inspiration�from the early 80s hit song The Lady Is a Tramp (Love Ballad) by Amy Healy Rosa (a.k.a. Linda Lyndell), to the Tin Pan Alley-style song based on the traditional
dance Marisa, Marisa (Fried, 1985) by RCA artists. When the genre reached its high point with the 2nd-generation band La Ultima Copa, many critics assumed it would be part of a long-running cycle of song and dance. But when the band broke up in the early 1990s, many critics mused that it must be the end of
tango. The Canales album does not credit the songs famous composers: pianist Juan Carlos Coban and his longtime collaborator, lyricist Enrique Cadcamo. Their tune was featured in the 1937 film, As Es el Tango, a musical comedy made in Argentina. In this clip at the 40-minute mark, a heartbroken character plays
the soon-to-be-famous melody on the piano for a friend. A year earlier, Nostalgias had been recorded by Charlo, a top tango artist, accompanied only by guitars, as were many early tangos. (Charlo also waxed a stunning version of the song with orchestra that can be heard on the specialty website TodoTango.com.)
Three decades later, Libertad Lamarque, considered the first lady of tango, performed the song in the film El Hijo Prdigo, made in Mexico where Lamarque was a beloved figure.
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The last two tracks on this collection bring the tango to the screen with the long-running Hollywood series of Tango films produced by Universal Pictures. The first, Nino Cristobelli was directed by Spanish director Carlos Saura. The final track, El Tango de Cristal is an Argentine film directed by Sergio Renart. A search
by song title at the Internet Archive yields many recordings of tangos that have become Latin standards Adios Muchachos (by Manasero), Cuesta Abajo (by Beny Moré) and La Cumparsita (by Enrique Jorrín). Adios Muchachos was used in the dance scene from Scent of a Woman, starring Al Pacino. La Cumparsita was

written by the great tango composer Anibal Troilo. Gardels tango Por Una Cabeza was used in the dance scene from the film Scent of a Woman, starring Al Pacino. We have also included a few renditions of Nostalgias by those top tango musicians of the day: Alberto Castoldi ( Arco ), Pablo A. Esteban ( Armando
Morales ), Osvaldo Pugliese ( Susana Rinaldi ), Julio Peris-Cantalini ( Antonio Lugaro ), Horacio Fernandez-Suarez ( Leandro Podol. Lalo Schifrin has composed many of the most popular songs of the Tango dance. He has written themes for movies such as Stalag 17, The French Connection, and Three Days of the

Condor and musicals such as Star Trek II and The Rhythm Club . He also served as arranger for an incredible cast of great singers including Andy Williams, William Holden, Harry Belafonte, and many others. 5ec8ef588b
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